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Bricks and mortar stores, once seen as an asset for many retailers are increasingly becoming liabilities.
Retailers must face into the need for digital transformation and harness the power of data and insight to
ensure the right decisions are made across all aspects of their businesses. Data, typically a free “output”,
is seldom used effectively and is often neglected or ignored.
 
With the continued development of digital retail and the onslaught of online retailers, customers are no
longer loyal to one retailer and frequently shop around to get the best deal. The ability to make price
comparisons at their fingertips using a tablet or mobile phone means customers will buy from where they
can get the best deal. The convenience of online shopping offers the opportunity to shop 24/7/365 and
goods are delivered same/next day to your home, your office, your local shop or your safe place. Traditional
bricks and mortar retailers are having to work ever harder to compete with online retailers both in range
and pricing.
 
Retailers must embrace the change in consumer behaviour. Just as their customers are benchmarking the
selling prices of products using multiple tools, retailers also need to have full visibility and understanding of
the input prices (buying cost) of their products to ensure they are buying from the best source at the best
possible costs.

RETAIL CONTINUES TO GO THROUGH AN
UNPRECEDENTED CHANGE, IN AN
ENVIRONMENT PUTTING MARGINS UNDER
SIGNIFICANT PRESSURE.
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Traditional sourcing methods are no longer sufficient, and retailers have to adopt new methods to stay
ahead. As an example, here at 4C we have developed the ‘4Sourcing’ tool enabling retailers to identify
where/who to source products from and at what cost by using e-auctions platforms and ‘Should Cost’
models. '4Sourcing' gives retail buyers access to a global supply base and competitive cost prices at their
desk.  The ‘4Sight’ tool suite enhances a retailer’s use of data, efficiently and effectively drawing out
digestible insight throughout the product life cycle. From sourcing during product development through to
analysing range performance to maximising sales and profit. Building data and insights into the DNA of
decision making will ensure retailers stay ahead of their customers and their competition.
 
This paper explores why retailers need to adopt the use of data and insights in driving business decisions,
especially when it comes to delivering winning and profitable seasonal events. We will explore each stage of
the range cycle and how data can be used effectively throughout all the phases, and present case studies
where data has been used successfully to deliver positive and profitable outcomes.
  BUILDING DATA AND INSIGHTS INTO THE

DNA OF DECISION MAKING WILL ENSURE
RETAILERS STAY AHEAD OF THEIR
CUSTOMERS AND THEIR COMPETITION.
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The retail industry, as we know it, is going through a 
seismic shift. In the past couple of years thousands of
retail shops have closed with hundreds of thousands 
of job losses. Retail stalwarts like Debenhams, House 
of Frasers and even John Lewis Partnership are all 
facing difficulties. Long established brands such as 
Toys R Us, Maplin and Poundworld have disappeared 
from our high streets and retail parks. The ‘Big 4’ 
grocers continue to battle with the growth of the 
German discounters and are having to commit to 
investing even more into prices to remain relevant 
whilst also contending with the ‘Amazon Effect’.
 
Uncertainty, apparent in many guises, adds to the margin pressures – customers are increasingly aware of
the potential negative consequences of Brexit and are altering their buying habits.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

22% OF SHOPPERS SAY THEY HAVE MORE
FOCUS ON SAVING MONEY FROM THEIR
GROCERY SHOPS IN THE YEAR AHEAD
VERSES 16% THIS TIME LAST YEAR.

IGD ShopperVista, Getting the balance right: British shoppers snapshot March 2019 - https://shoppervista.igd.com/articles/article-viewer/t/getting-the-balance-
right-british-shoppers-snapshot-march-2019/i/21426
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While overall spending remains relatively flat, the makeup of where spending is taking place is continuing to
change, with increasing focus towards online formats and in-store promotional events. A successful
promotional event draws customers in through the door and seizes market share from competitors whilst
encouraging customers to shop non-promoted ranges across the entire store.
 
It is key “traditional” retailers embed data driven consumer insights into the promotional planning process to
boost sales and profitability. In this white paper, we focus on one element of the overall promotional
calendar – Seasonal Events.
 
Seasonal events such as Christmas, Easter and Halloween drive significant turnover and customer footfall.
The success of seasonal events is often the deciding factor on whether a retailer delivers sales and profit
growth for the financial year. Getting these events wrong can be incredibly costly.
 
We will explore:
·       The 4 phases of delivering a profitable seasonal event – Plan, Buy, Trade, Exit.
·       How to use data and insight effectively in each phase.
·       Case studies demonstrating examples of effective data driven decision making
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It’s often said, “Fail to Plan, Plan to Fail” and this is very
true when it comes to developing and delivering a
successful seasonal range. Plan is the most crucial stage
and where many retailers go wrong due to insufficient
time spent at this stage. Time and effort spent planning
will ensure an efficacious and timely launch and a
profitable performance in the later weeks and months
of the season.
 
First and foremost, a retailer needs to analyse and have
in-depth understanding of how they performed in
previous seasons. From this, decisions can be made
about the shape of the range for the current season.
Lack of knowledge of historical performance will lead to
buying the wrong range and ultimately poor sales and
profit.
 
Planning should start early, particularly for seasonal
campaigns with no flexibility of delivery dates – many
businesses plan for next year’s event prior to this year’s
event – i.e. over a year out.

A RETAILER NEEDS TO
ANALYSE AND HAVE
AN UNDERSTANDING
OF HOW THEIR
PREVIOUS SEASON
PERFORMED.

FAIL TO PLAN,
PLAN TO FAIL

Why is planning important?
What does effective planning look like?
How can data and insight be used to derive a
winning plan?
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A leading value retailer wanted to deliver a market leading seasonal food and confectionery range for the
Christmas period. In previous years, the retailer had issues with poor sell throughs due to inaccurate
forecasting of required product volumes for the season. Profits were impacted due to an inconsistent trading
strategy encompassing poor pricing, promotional and exit policy and a lack of supplier investment.
 
Using a suite of 4Sight Retail tools, a data led approach was adopted to develop and deliver a winning range
from the initial planning phase through to trading the range throughout the season. Ultimately ensuring a
clean exit of the range with minimum markdown and therefore profit erosion.
 
A 4-phase approach ensured data led/fact-based decisions were made from start to finish. Past performance
was analysed in detail to derive the range for the incumbent season and predicting sales, phasing and sell
through. Analysis at this stage was invaluable to buying and supply chain teams to trade the range through
the season, a constant feed of performance data meant decisions drove sales and profit.
 
The 4Sight Retail tools augmented the retailer's ability to plan and execute the entire season, ranging and
trading decisions were substantiated by factual data. Improved forecast accuracy increased sell through by
+6%, from 89% to 95%. Fundamentally reducing the markdown bill at the end of the season improving the
bottom-line profit for the retailer.
 
Greater visibility while planning gave increased leverage over suppliers lowering product buying costs,
improving funding and more effective pricing management - margins grew by +6% YoY. A digestible summary
of historical performance resulted in a more accurate forecast and trading decisions were taken with greater
insight, year on year sales grew by +10% from the same space footprint.

CASE STUDY

Using historical data, a retailer must know some/all of the statements
below:
·       Start and finish dates of previous season’s event
·       Total sales and profit performance for previous seasons
·       Percentage of volume sold versus volume bought (sell through)
·       Best/worst selling lines
·       Most/least profitable lines
·       Space analysis – the space returning sales and profit
·       Price point analysis
·       Supplier performance – sales, margin and funding
 
Having an in-depth understanding of performance of previous seasons
allows a retailer to formulate an effective plan for the upcoming season
and ensures decisions are driven by accurate insights - successes are built
upon and any failures are addressed to prevent a repeat.
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Proposal Request
Send detailed buying briefs to all suppliers using an e-sourcing platform. The briefs should enable
suppliers to understand your requirements and put forward their best proposal to meet your needs and
expectations. Amongst other information relevant to the season include details on the space available,
promotional timings, themes, hurdle rates, margin expectations and clearance support. The use of e-
sourcing enables all suppliers to have an equal opportunity to quote and provides transparency in
evaluating supplier's proposals.
 
Proposal Review
Following face to face meetings with all key suppliers and all range proposals received, it’s time to review
in detail. The submissions should meet your requirements specified in the original buying brief, reject
those that don’t and ask suppliers to review and re-submit.
 
Range Short Listing
Once all proposals have been reviewed, decide what your range will be for the season using data and
insight – What will be the best sellers? Which lines will deliver the highest profit? What lines will delight the
customers?

FUNDAMENTAL ACTIONS WITHIN THE BUYING
PHASE ARE ENHANCED BY DATA INSIGHT:

The key steps in the buying phase
How to review a supplier proposal
Forecasting and final range roll up
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Forecasting
Before a financial ‘roll up’ of the season can be compiled, you need to derive volume forecasts for the
short-listed lines. Forecasting is best done on a line by line basis as products within a sub category can be
different – even variations of one product e.g. colour or flavour can perform differently. By its very
definition, a ‘forecast’ is just that. It can never be 100% accurate. However, using data insights effectively
can lead to an accurate forecast and prevent over/under buying. Buy too much and you risk mark down,
buy too little and you risk lost sales opportunity and disappointed customers.
 
Range ‘Roll Up’
With forecasting done, the final numbers need to be rolled up to give you a view of what the season looks
like in terms of sales, margin, YoY performance and other key financial metrics.
 
Final Negotiation
At this stage, ‘lock down’ conversations with all suppliers. Agree all funding for the season – retro
payments, promotional support, gate fees, markdown/clearance support etc. Formal, written agreement
will prevent any disputes at a later stage.
 
Supply Chain Actions
Confirm all volumes, intake and stock phasing plans to suppliers. Agree policies for any potential stock de-
commitments or over buys and set up weekly conference calls with the supplier’s supply chain teams.
 
At the end of the buy phase, the retailer and its suppliers need to set out clear expectations. A plan agreed
by all parties will ensure a timely launch with strong product availability. Making retrospective changes to a
buy plan is difficult and can lead to poor service levels, lost sales and profit – and disappointed customers!

Retailer X’s policy was only ever to commit to 75% of the total forecast volume for the season. Suppliers
submit cost prices based on this commitment level.
 
By analysing the historical orders and product performance from previous seasons, and overlaying this with
the forecast volumes, all lines where the retailer was likely to order more than the 75% commitment were
identified. The top selling products were also highlighted, and where the retailer could take 100% of the
forecast volume.
 
Higher volumes attract lower cost prices and incremental investment.
 
The retailer asked all suppliers to propose tiered cost prices based on levels of volume commitment. Many
suppliers came back with either a lower unit cost price or additional investment for commitment to higher
volumes. For lines where the retailer could guarantee 90%+ commitment, on average a 4% margin rate
improvement was achieved.

CASE STUDY
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EXPECTATION VS. REALITY

If the Plan and Buy phases have been followed, a retailer should expect a successful launch of their range –
on time and in full. Trading is the most critical phase of the season – it delights the customers and brings the
sales and profit in! The hard work put in the earlier stages can easily be undone if trading doesn’t follow the
original plan with enough flexibility to adapt due to changing needs of the business. It is critical to monitor
all financial performance during the trading phase. Doing so will ensure a retailer is driving proactive rather
than reactive decisions. Using 4Sight Retail is one way to ensure a retailer has the right tools and visibility to
track performance throughout the season.
 
What does effective tracking look like?
·       Use EPOS data to track actual sales, margin and volume
·       Measure sell through by line
·       Track actuals versus plan/forecast
·       Build a cumulative picture of performance
·       Review current year phasing of sales versus previous years
 
Use data to drive trading actions:
·       Identify over/under performance using sell through %
·       For lines underperforming, investigate the reasons for poor performance and take action to rectify.
·       Review what lines volumes need to be reduced (decommit)
·       Review what lines require additional volume (over buy)
·       Actions to drive sell through – pricing, promotional activity, increasing awareness
·       Tracking market pricing to ensure range is competitive.

How to track performance effectively
Using data and insights to drive trading actions
Maximising sales and profit
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BY HAVING EASY ACCESS TO DATA AND
DYNAMIC REPORTING ON PERFORMANCE OF
SALES AND PROFIT, FAST ACTION CAN BE
TAKEN TO MINIMISE POTENTIAL LOSSES.

CASE STUDY
Retailer Y had previously reduced the retail prices of advent
calendars prior to the peak selling period due to concerns
about the volume of stock left in stores. By reducing the retail
prices prematurely the products were usually sold either at
negative or single digit margins and eroded any profit from the
early part of the season.
 
Advent calendars are usually launched around early October
with the aim of selling out by the end of November, a finite
period to sell through the stock. The sales pattern of advent
calendars in previous years was analysed and demonstrated
almost 60% of the total season’s volume was sold in the final
week, with a big uplift in the final few days of November and
the first few days in December. The phasing for each individual
line was modelled and sell through of each line tracked on a
weekly basis, moving to a daily basis in the final two weeks to
ensure the advent calendars were on track to achieve a
minimum of 90% sell through. This stopped the retailer from
making any premature decisions and holding their nerve.
Markdown plans were outlined for lines performing behind the
predicted phasing plan. The retailer engaged suppliers earlier
to support any markdowns with additional funding and
minimising any profit erosion.
 
The retailer achieved a 97% sell through of the Advent
Calendars – a +10% improvement YoY. More importantly, they
increased their full price sales and therefore profit. Minimal
stock left over at the end of the season. The principle used for
trading advent calendars can be applied to other similar
product categories (e.g. Easter Eggs) where only a finite period
is available to sell. Effectively using historical data to predict
future sales patterns is crucial to unlocking additional value.
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From deriving the optimum amount of stock to buy in the ‘Plan’ and ‘Buy’ stages through to effectively
trading the range and taking proactive actions to drive sell through in the ‘Trade’ stage, the expected
outcome should be very little stock is left at the end of the season to exit/mark down. Non seasonal stock can
be returned to its home on the fixture whilst seasonal lines should be applied a retail price mark down to
help clear the stock.
 
Remnant seasonal stock can cause serious issues for a retailer. At store level, stores won’t have anywhere to
sell the products once the event has finished and any unsold product will take up valuable space in the
store’s warehouse. At head office level, any stock left over in the distribution centres will take up space on
racking and tie up cash flow. For perishable products, long term storage isn’t an option. Even non-perishable
products can cause issues if a retailer must launch ‘old’ product with new products next season.
 
At 4C, we have tools helping retailers manage and execute an effective clearance policy. We can help to
implement a ‘clear as you go’ policy meaning products would be marked down throughout the season to
minimise the risk of a large markdown at the end of the season. Tracking actual product performance versus
forecast and predicting future sales trend means we can help retailers to take proactive rather than reactive
actions. Engaging suppliers early in conversations regarding clearance funding is likely to generate
additional investment rather than asking suppliers at the end of the season when it’s too late.

A POORLY EXECUTED EXIT PLAN CAN DE-RAIL
THE RESULTS OF THE ENTIRE SEASON.

Explore the impact of a poor exit plan
Remnant stock and its impact on the business
4C tools to aid exit planning
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After selling out of artificial Christmas trees the previous year, Retailer Y wanted to grow sales of artificial
Christmas trees in the upcoming season. The product specification and retail price remained unchanged,
but purchase volumes were doubled. The buyer did not plan an exit strategy as they were confident the
product would sell through satisfactorily. 
 
Exit planning is particularly difficult for products purchased seasonally, manufactured abroad and shipped
in bulk (e.g. artificial Christmas trees). Once produced and shipped, both the supplier and the manufacturer
are generally unable to help with any significance. A good exit plan would have involved creating
a collaborative agreement, sharing the costs of markdown of a certain percentage of unsold stock (e.g. 25%
of the total buy). The final agreement on funded markdown volume reached through negotiation and driven
by insight from previous seasons.
 
This particular season sales were slow and the retailer had failed to negotiate an exit strategy, resulting in
excess of 50% of the stock being sold at 1p post-Christmas. The supplier was unable and unwilling to help
fund significant loss. 
 
If the retailer had reviewed historical performance data, they would have found Christmas Trees to be
particularly price sensitive. Therefore, without changing the price or specification of the product or both,
then sales were unlikely to rise as hoped.

CASE STUDY
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The retail industry is continuing to go through a significant
transformation. The way consumers shop is evolving, and
traditional bricks and mortar stores are facing a fight for
survival in the age of digital retail. We are in an age where
customers are no longer loyal to a selected brand, they can
carry out price comparisons and shop with their fingertips
from the comfort of their own home. Retailers need to stay
one step ahead of consumers by understanding the input
costs of the products and buying better than their
customers.
 
The use of data and insights in retail is by no means a new
concept. However, the way successful retailers are
harnessing data and insights is continuously developing. In
a digital world, data doesn’t just offer greater visibility – it
can offer enrichment, automation, machine learning and
other new ways of working. When all these facets are
pulled together, it enables a retailer to truly understand
their customer and deliver the right proposition, both in
terms of ranges and how customers choose to buy, now
and in the future.
 
 In this white paper, we explored how best to deliver a
winning seasonal range using a data and insight led
approach in each of the 4 key phases - 

DATA DOESN’T JUST OFFER GREATER
VISIBILITY – IT CAN OFFER ENRICHMENT,
AUTOMATION, MACHINE LEARNING AND
OTHER NEW WAYS OF WORKING

£

Plan - Using insights to analyse historical performances
to understand what worked and what didn’t.
Buy - Utilising data to drive the critical steps of buying a
new range to deliver sales and profit targets.
Trade - Methods to track performance to drive
proactive decisions to maximise sales and profit
throughout the season.
Exit - The importance of having a clean exit from the
season to minimise profit erosion and prepare for the
next event.
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PROVIDES INSTANT INSIGHT
HISTORICAL, FUTURE AND
POTENTIAL ADJUSTMENTS 
TO BUDGET
 

4BUDGET

BUDGET TRACKER
4DIAGNOSTIC
4WSSI
WASTE/SHRINK

WHAT TO SOURCE, 
WHERE TO SOURCE, 
WITH WHO TO SOURCE AND 
AT WHAT COSTS
 

4SOURCING

VENDOR DATABASE
SOURCING COST CALC/4SCAN
E-SOURCING
RISK/TERMS DIAGNOSTIC

INSIGHTS ON THE DYNAMICS
THAT PLAY IN YOU 
CATEGORIES AT DIFFERENT
PERSPECTIVES
 

4CATEGORY

DESC. CAT/ SUPPL ANALYSIS
PRESC. CAT/SUPPL ANALYSIS
RANGE REVIEW
CATEGORY ASSIST

HOW CAN I OPTIMIZE
CATEGORY PERFORMANCE 
IN THE SHORT-RUN

4TRADING

END TO END  PROFITABILITY
STORE & DISTRIBUTION
ANALYSIS
PROMOTIONAL
EFFECTIVENESS
PRICE BENCHMARKING

KEEPS TRACK OF ALL 
YOUR PROJECTS, 
ENABLES TO REPORT IN ONE
SINGLE VIEW

4TRACKER

PROJECTS TRACKING
PROGRESS REPORTING
BENEFITS REPORTING
PROGRAMME
GOVERNANCE

4SIGHT RETAIL TOOL SUITE OVERVIEW

‘4SIGHT RETAIL’ BY 4C IS A COMPREHENSIVE
TECHNOLOGICAL TOOL SUITE DESIGNED FOR
RETAILERS TO EXPLORE, ANALYSE AND
AUTOMATE THEIR DATA AND INSIGHT

It is vital retailers follow a defined process to ensure their seasonal ranges are profitable and draws
customers into their stores. Using data driven insights to create and deliver winning seasonal ranges will give
retailers a competitive advantage.
 
Whilst seasonal ranges and promotions play a key part in a retailer’s annual trade plan, embedding the use of
data and insights into all business decisions such as budgeting, sourcing, pricing and category management
will equip retailers to succeed in the continually evolving retail industry. 
 
Data and insight should be at the heart of all decisions taken by retailers – those who fail to embrace the use
of data will lose out to competitors.



4C Associates is a dynamic, fast-growing and diverse procurement consultancy. Our
international presence, combined with our fresh approach and deep expertise in providing
tailored solutions enables our clients to meet their strategic goals, ranging from rapid profit

improvement to long term business transformation. We have over 19 years’ of experience
working across multiple industries and geographies with clients ranging from medium sized

enterprises to global 500 corporations. 
 

Our core focus on consultancy, cost reduction and managed services is strongly reinforced by
our Insight-As-A-Service capability.  This 4C proprietary technology automates data analysis

through AI and machine learning tools and allows our in-house specialists to deliver increased
value more quickly for our clients. We are innovative in our approach and always bring

genuinely new insight and thought leadership to every engagement.

MANAGING PARTNER
HEAD OF RETAIL PRACTICE

Jeremy is a partner with 4C Associates based out of the London office and leads the firms
Retail practice.
 
Jeremy has more than 20 years management consultancy experience working with CFOs,
Commercial Directors and Procurement Directors to deliver transformation and margin
improvement.
 
Since joining 4C in 2011 he has worked across a wide range of industries including Retail,
Private Equity, Consumer Products, Manufacturing and the Public Sector. His projects have
covered operating model re-design, process transformation, capability development, margin
enhancement, cost reduction and operational improvement.
 
Please contact Jeremy for more information on how we help our clients fix their problems by
combining 4Cs extensive knowledge and board level experience with the latest process and
technology innovation.

 +44 7799 037820 
 

JEREMY SMITH

WWW.4CASSOCIATES.COM/RETAIL

jeremy.smith@4cassociates.com

http://www.4cassociates.com/retail
mailto://jeremy.smith@4cassociates.com

